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ABSTRACT
( )High-gradient insulators HGI are periodic assemblies of conducting and insulat-

ing layers that have been shown to withstand higher pulsed voltages in vacuum than
homogeneous insulators of the same length. We carried out calculations and exper-
imental studies to understand the effect of geometry on the performance of well-
conditioned, flat-surface HGI assemblies. We tested stacks with several different

(values of IrrrrrM where I is the axial length of an insulating layer and M is the length
)of a metal layer . The experiments showed that HGI performance was substantially

better than conventional insulators for IrrrrrM�3 and somewhat worse for IrrrrrM �
)3. Numerical calculations of electron orbits showed: 1 that the electric fields in HGI

assemblies may have the favorable property of sweeping charged particles away
)from the surface and 2 that electron multiplication on the surface is suppressed

when IrrrrrM�3.

Index Terms — High voltage insulators, electron avalanche, vacuum surface
breakdown.

1 INTRODUCTION
Ž .IGH-GRADIENT insulators HGI consist of aH Žperiodic array of insulator and metal rings Figure

.1 . This arrangement has been shown to be more resilient
to vacuum surface breakdown than homogeneous insula-
tors of the same length. Early work on HGI stacks was

w xreported in 1 . Recent research has been carried out at
w xthe Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, USA 2�5

w xand other organizations 6, 7 . Experiments have demon-
strated average breakdown electric fields up to four times
higher than those for conventional homogeneous insula-
tors. The improved performance may enable the design of

w xcompact devices for short high voltage pulses 8 .

Vacuum surface breakdown is a diverse and complex
w xphenomenon that is presently not well understood 9�11 .

Unconditioned insulators in a poor vacuum may be sub-
Žject to catastrophic and unpredictable processes whisker

explosions and microbursts on nearby electrode surfaces,
.discharges in surface gas layers, etc. . We sought to re-

duce the number of variables in our study by limiting at-
tention to well-conditioned assemblies in a clean, high-

Manuscript recei®ed on 26 May 2004, in final form 9 No®ember 2004.

vacuum environment. Furthermore, out of a variety of
possible choices for the shape of the vacuum surfaces of
insulator and metal rings, we used the simplest option:
precision flat surfaces as shown in Figure 2.

Ž . Ž .Figure 1. A tubular HGI with negative left and positive right
electrodes at the ends. A cell of width L consists of half a metal ring
Ž . Ž . Žwidth Mr2 , an insulating ring width I , and half a metal ring width

.Mr2 . The cell boundaries are equipotential planes.
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Figure 2. Equipotential lines near the surface of a flat-surface HGI
consisting of alternating annular rings of insulator and metal. The
metals rings have length M and the insulator rings have length I.
Dashed lines show the boundaries of a periodic cell. Letters show
the zones described in the text. Voltage polarity as shown, IrM s
1.0 and � s 7.4.r

The following section reviews the nature of electric
fields at the surface of a flat-surface HGI and describes
our proposed breakdown mechanism: an avalanche initi-
ated by the growth of secondary electrons through surface
collisions. Numerical calculations of electron orbits show
that the possibility of multiplication depends on the ge-
ometry of the HGI. Section 3 describes the experiments
and summarizes our results. Section 4 discusses the agree-
ment between the models and experiments.

2 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF
FLAT-SURFACE HGI ASSEMBLIES

We employed finite-element codes to understand the
nature of charged-particle orbits near the HGI surface.

w xWe used EStat 12 to calculate electric fields and Trak
w x6.0 13 to trace particle orbits. We assumed that capaci-

tive grading was effective for short voltage pulses in the
absence of significant particle flow; therefore, the voltage
drop is the same over all insulators. Figure 2 shows calcu-
lated equipotential lines at a flat-surface HGI. For conve-
nience, we choose a cell of the periodic system so that the
cell boundary is an equipotential. For reasons discussed
below, we define a cell as a metal layer of thickness Mr2,
an insulating layer of thickness I, and another metal layer
of thickness Mr2. The quantity L denotes the cell length,
where L s M q I. In the initial calculations we assume
that the ring inner radius R is large compared to L so

Figure 3. Variation of the radial electric field through one cell of
an HGI assembly. The scan was taken in vacuum 0.5 mm from the
surface. The field on the left-hand side pulls electrons from the sur-
face while the field on the right-hand side traps electrons on the
surface. Letters show the zones defined in the text. L s 1.0, IrM s
1.0, � E � s 90 kVrcm and � s 7.4.z r

that a planar approximation applies. We choose the volt-
age polarity so that electrons accelerate from left to right
Ž .upstream to downstream and a relative dielectric con-
stant � s 7.4, characteristic of alumina.r

Figure 2 shows that the presence of the metal rings adds
a periodic variation to the axial electric field and creates
radial field components localized near the surface. Figure
3 plots the calculated radial electric field near the surface
through one cell. We can divide a cell into four axial zones
depending on the direction of the radial electric fields and
the attendant behavior of electrons near the surface:

Zone A: Downstream half of a metal ring, radial electric
field extracts electrons from the surface.

Zone B: Upstream half of an insulator ring, radial elec-
tric field extracts electrons from the surface.

Zone C: Downstream half of an insulator ring, radial
electric field traps electrons on the surface.

Zone D: Upstream half of a metal ring, radial electric
field traps electrons on the surface.

In our postulated mechanism for breakdown, we ex-
clude catastrophic events like whisker explosions or
breakdowns through surface gas layers. These processes
are impossible to predict and difficult to understand. The
resultant dense plasmas would overwhelm the insulator,
and it is not clear that the periodic structure would pro-
vide significant advantages. We assume well-conditioned
HGI assemblies in a high-vacuum environment where
catastrophic processes do not occur. The conditioning his-
tories described in Section 3 give an indication that we
achieved this regime in the experiments.
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In this case, we seek a mechanism where a single ener-
getic particle striking the HGI surface can initiate an un-
stable growth of electron flow. Depending on the energy
and angle of incidence, an incident electron or ion can

w xgenerate a large number of secondary electrons 14 . If
these electrons are accelerated by the voltage applied to
the stack and restrike the surface, they can drive out a
larger number of secondaries. Several strikes could lead
to a significant particle flow that could imbalance voltage
grading along the stack. Collisions with insulator surfaces
are particularly dangerous. Such an event leaves an excess
of positive charge that could attract additional electrons.
Local surface charges could distort fields leading to strong
enhancements. Two processes are necessary to initiate an

.electron multiplication breakdown: a an energetic ion or
.electron strikes the surface, and b secondary electrons

Ž .resulting from event a accelerate and restrike the sur-
face. We shall see that the periodic radial fields of HGI
assemblies provide some protection against both pro-
cesses.

First, consider how the fields influence low-energy elec-
trons that drift into the insulator stack from the upstream
region. Most electrons accelerate through the structure
without striking a surface. On the other hand, electrons
near the wall experience periodic radial fields that can
exert a net radial force. Figure 4a shows electron orbits
for cells with the geometry Mr2-I-Mr2. The left-hand side
represents a metal boundary at the entrance to the insula-

Žtor stack. The initial radial repulsive force with respect to
.the surface dominates the motion. In subsequent motion

through the periodic fields the particle is pushed away
from the wall. In this case, the periodic forces protect the
surface from electron impact. Except for small relativistic
effects, the orbits of ions entering from the downstream
region are similar. In contrast, a homogenous insulator has
neutral properties. In the absence of radial forces, a colli-
sion could occur in the presence of surface irregularities,
small field perturbations, or a transverse component of
incident particle velocity. The situation changes if we con-
struct an HGI with cells of the form Ir2-M-Ir2. In this

Ž .case Figure 4b electrons accelerate into the surface, in-
creasing the possibility of breakdown. It is therefore im-
portant that HGI assemblies should have metal rings on
the ends so that the effect of the end triple points is can-
celled. Triple points, which are metal-insulator-vacuum
intersections are known to be breakdown initiators in or-
dinary insulator structures. We used cells of the type of
Figure 4a in all our experimental assemblies.

Next we shall consider how the choice of IrM affects
the possibility of electron multiplication. The conse-
quence of an electron or an ion striking the surface is the
production of secondary electrons. Therefore, it is suffi-
cient to study only electron histories. Secondary electrons

w xtypically have a Maxwell distribution with T �2.0 eV 14 .e

The initial energy has a small effect on the orbits. There-
fore, all secondary electrons produced at a point follow

Figure 4. Orbits of low-energy electrons entering an HGI assembly near the wall. L s 10.0 mm, IrM s 1.0, � E � s 90 kVrcm. Metalz
. .sections shaded. Dimensions in cm. a Cell of the type Mr2-I-Mr2. b Cell of the type Ir2-M-Ir2.
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approximately the same trajectory. In the following calcu-
lations we shall follow the paths of single electrons with
zero initial energy.

To initiate a breakdown, all generations of electron col-
lisions must occur in Zones A and B of Figure 3. When a
particle strikes Zones C and D, the secondary electrons
produced are trapped on the surface. They cannot gain
energy to precipitate another secondary event. Therefore
we shall limit our attention to orbits created in Zones A

Žor B. First, consider emission from Zone A the down-
.stream side of an M section . Figure 5 shows the orbits of

several electrons in a structure with IrM s 1.0 and aver-
age axial field � E � s 90 kVrcm. The electrons accel-Z

erate in the axial direction and immediately experience
defocusing forces that dominate their motion through the
remainder of the periodic structure. After performing cal-
culations for a variety of structures, we can identify the
following rule: all electrons created in Zone A are swept
away from the surface, independent of the value of IrM,
L or insulator dielectric constant. Therefore, an electron
multiplication event is extinguished if any generation
strikes the surface in Zone A. Combining rules gives the
following necessary condition for electron multiplication
by secondary emission: each electron generation must be

Ž .produced in Zone B upstream half of an I section and
strike Zone B of a downstream insulator. Furthermore,
electrons emitted from the triple point at the downstream
end of Zone A are defocused whereas the triple point at
the upstream end of a Zone D attracts electrons. There-
fore, we expect that triple points in structures of the type
shown in Figure 5 would cause no special problems.

We carried out orbit calculations for electrons emitted
from the surface over the length of Zone B in a periodic
structure with different values of IrM. The choices L s
1.0 cm and � E � s 90.0 kVrcm are close to the pa-Z

rameters of the experiments. Other than small relativistic
effects, electron orbits are self-similar with different value
of L or � E �. For example, with the same � E � andz z

ŽFigure 5. Orbits of electrons generated in Zone A downstream
.metal surface of a flat-surface HGI. L s 1.0 cm, IrM s 1.0 and

� Ez� s 90 kVrcm.

with L s 0.5 cm, orbits have the same shape relative to
the periodic structure but the electron energy at any rela-
tive position is reduced by a factor of 2.0. Figure 6a shows
orbits for IrM s 1.0. Note the strong vertical magnifica-
tion to show details - the height of the plot is only 1.5 mm
compared to length of 30.0 mm. Electrons from the down-
stream section of Zone B return to Zone C on the insula-
tor where secondary electrons will be trapped. Electrons
from the middle section of Zone B strike the downstream
M section. In this case, secondary electrons will either be

Ž .trapped or swept off the surface Figure 5 . Finally, elec-
trons from the upstream section of Zone B are swept from
the surface so they cannot create secondaries. The conclu-
sion is that the flat-faced HGI with IrM s 1.0 is not
subject to electron multiplication events. Figure 6b shows
the same plot for IrM s 3.0. Note the critical nature of

Ž .the orbits at the end of the M section marked U . At the
seperatrix electrons either strike the metal or are swept
from the surface. Therefore an HGI with IrM � 3.0 is
marginally safe from electron multiplication. This condi-
tion is relatively insensitive to the choice of insulator di-
electric constant. In calculations with � s 2.7 the orbitsr

are shifted slightly to the left.

Ž .Figure 6. Orbits of electrons generated in Zone B upstream insulator surface of a flat-surface HGI. L s 1.0 cm. � E � s 90 kVrcm. 20:1z
. . .vertical magnification. a IrM s 1.0. b IrM s 3.0. c IrM s 7.0.
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Figure 6c shows orbit behavior when IrM s 7.0. In
this case some electrons can directly strike the following

Ž .insulator in Zone B marked as point U . In addition, the
small width of the metal sections substantially reduces the
strength of radial electric forces. With reduced surface
forces some electrons can skim the surface. The distance
of approach at the point marked V is only a few �m. Small
surface irregularities or perturbations in the symmetry of
electric fields could result in a collision.

In summary, we expect that flat-faced HGI structures
should be resistant to a breakdown triggered by electron
multiplication if IrM�3. In the regime IrM�3.0 it is
possible that an HGI will exhibit worse performance than
a homogeneous insulator because electrons are actively
accelerated into the surface.

To conclude, we shall make some qualitative observa-
tions on the scaling of electron orbits with L. The radial
electric fields extend a distance comparable to L away
from the surface. With small values of L, the sweeping
fields are highly localized and less effective at repelling
charged particles. Furthermore, assemblies with small L
have more brazing joints and are more expensive to fabri-

Žcate. Conversely, large values of L comparable to the di-
.mensions of the HGI structure can result in strong de-

flection forces that can direct energetic charged particles
into the opposite wall. As an illustration, we calculated
orbits in a cylindrical structure with the same radius as

Žthe experimental assemblies described in Section 3 R s
.10.0 mm . The total assembly length of 60.0 mm was three

times the length of the experimental system. Figure 7
shows how the cell length affects external electrons enter-
ing near the upstream wall. The stacks have L s 20.0

Figure 7. Electron orbits in a cylindrical HGI with inner radius R
s 10.0 mm and total assembly length of 60.0 mm. IrM s 1.0, � E �z

.s 90 kVrcm. Electrons enter near the upstream wall. a L s 20.0
. .mm. b L s 10.0 mm. c L s 6.0 mm.

Figure 8. Electron orbits in a cylindrical HGI with inner radius R
s 10.0 mm and total assembly length of 60.0 mm. IrM s 1.0, � E �z

.s 90 kVrcm. Electrons emitted from Zones A and B. a L s 20.0
. .mm. b L s 10.0 mm. c L s 6.0 mm.

Ž . Ž . Ž .mm 7a , L s 10.0 mm 7b and L s 6.0 mm 7c with
Žconstant IrM s 1.0 and � E � s 90.0 kVrcm. Note:z

in the r-z plots of Figures 7 and 8, orbits that appear to
reflect from the axis are passing to the others side of the

.assembly. The effect is strong for the long cell length,
and the deflected electrons could strike insulator surfaces
in a longer assembly. Figure 8 shows orbits of electrons
leaving Zone A and B of the surface for the same system
geometries as in Figure 7. In this case there are strong
forces at large L that could clearly cause problems. Note
that orbit overfocusing probably does not play a role in

Ž .the experiments where L � 10.0 mm Figure 8b and the
stack length is only 20.0 mm.

The model presented in this section shows that an HGI
can have superior vacuum breakdown properties com-
pared to an ordinary insulator for IrM�3. Decreasing the
cell length L, is not necessarily advantageous in particular
for long tubular devices. The results presented scale geo-
metrically and are almost independent of the relative di-
electric constant.

3 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND
RESULTS

We fabricated HGI stacks for several choices of IrM
and L s 4mm. The assemblies consisted of annular sec-

Ž . Ž .tions of metal Kovar and insulator alumina with inner
diameter 19.5 mm, outer diameter 25.0 mm and lengths in
the range 16.0�20.0 mm. The rings were joined by a braz-
ing process. Prior to brazing, the ceramic ring surfaces
were metalized by a MoMn process. After joining the en-
tire stack, the inside and outside surfaces of the HGI as-
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ŽFigure 9. An alumina-based HGI assembly �20.0 mm diameter,
. Ž .�16.0 mm height with IrM s 0.32 I s 0.97 mm, M s 3.03 mm

between the two holding electrodes in the experimental vacuum
Žchamber. In this picture the top I and Mr2 rings are obstructed by

.the upper electrode.

semblies were ground and polished to a surface quality of
less than 0.1 �m. The tubes were then cleaned by deter-

Ž .gents and organic solvents in ultrasonic baths and out-
gased at 800 �C in vacuum for two hours. The experiments
were performed in a glass vacuum chamber with the sam-
ple placed between two highly polished round-edged

Ž .stainless steel electrodes Figure 9 . The HGI assemblies
were terminated with metal rings. The negative electrode
was connected to the pulsed high-voltage supply. Typical
experimental pulses were of �2 �s full width at half

Ž .maximum FWHM and �0.8 �s rise time. Vacuum was
y4 Ž y6 .maintained to less than 1.3 � 10 Pa 10 Torr .

We used the following procedure to condition the stack
and to determine the vacuum surface breakdown voltage.
We increased the applied voltage by a small increment
�V. An insulator passed at a voltage level if it sustained
100 pulses without breakdown. If one or more breakdown
events were observed in the 100 pulse sequence, we
retested with an additional 100 pulses. If the assembly
passed, we proceeded to the next voltage level. If the as-
sembly could not pass after 500 pulses, we reduced the
voltage by �Vr2. If the sample passed, we continued to
increase the voltage. We defined failure when the insula-
tor failed to pass a voltage level on the second increase.

Figure 10 shows conditioning histories for some of the
assemblies. The curve labels refer to the IrM value. The
vertical axis shows the average axial field � E �. We alsoz

did measurements for a pure alumina insulator. For our
experimental conditions, we found a value of 51 kVrcm
for the homogenous insulator, close to published values
w x15 . Figure 11 summarizes measured values of breakdown
� E � as a function of IrM for the seven HGI assem-z

blies that we fabricated. The dashed line shows the mea-
sured value for the homogenous alumina insulator.

ŽFigure 10. Conditioning histories following the procedure de-
.scribed in the text for HGI assemblies with different values of IrM

and a homogenous alumina insulator.

Figure 11. Average axial field gradient for breakdown for seven as-
Ž .semblies squares with different values of IrM and a homogeneous

Ž .alumina insulator horizontal line . The vertical line shows the neces-
sary condition for electron multiplication based on orbit calculations.

4 DISCUSSION
The experimental results are consistent with our pro-

posed breakdown mechanism based on electron orbit dy-
namics. The most dramatic feature is the sharp drop in
breakdown field for IrM � 3 in Figure 10. Note also that
the performance of assemblies with IrM � 3.0 is consis-
tently worse than that of a bare insulator. The perfor-
mance of the HGI with IrM s 0.32 is noteworthy. This
assembly had metal rings of height 3.03 mm and insulators

Ž .of height 0.97 mm Figure 9 . The assembly attained ap-
proximately the same breakdown level as the homoge-
neous insulator. At this value the thin insulators sustained
local field levels exceeding 200 kVrcm. Finally, note in

Ž .Figure 10 that the best HGI IrM s 0.95 did not display
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a significant advantage over the homogenous insulator un-
til after 2500 conditioning pulses. This result suggests that
the improved control over single-electron orbits did not
become the dominant factor until the insulator passed out
of the regime of catastrophic events. In conclusion, we
have investigated several configurations of flat-faced HGI
assemblies. The experimental results are consistent with
the hypothesis that the control of electron orbits plays a
role in the suppression of breakdown. Detailed orbit anal-
yses may prove useful as an aid in the design of other
HGI geometries.
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